
Introduction
Believe it or not, the paper you use has a dramatic impact on the overall look 
and finish of your work. Yet it can be overwhelming to figure out what to buy 
with all the materials on the market. Not all papers are created equal! Don’t 
worry though, I’ve created this pastel paper supply list to help you understand 
which surfaces I recommend to accomplish a painterly style. 

COATED VS. UNCOATED SURFACES 

There are essentially two main categories of pastel paper available to the 
artist—coated and uncoated surfaces. Painting in pastel requires a coated 
surface with generous grit or “tooth” to hold multiple layers of soft pastel. 
Quality sanded pastel papers are an ideal coated surface for pastel painting, 
providing ample tooth and resiliency to build up a rich painterly affect. They can 
also accept solvent-based washes for underpaintings.

Avoid using uncoated surfaces for your finished pastel work, as they can only 
handle a couple of layers of soft pastel buildup before the pastel adhesion 
becomes unstable. While these laid and textured papers, such as Canson 
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Mi-Teintes and Ingres, are lovely for quick studies or preliminary sketches in 
charcoal and pastel, they should not be expected to produce the rich painterly 
results we are after. Additionally, they are not well suited to solvent-based washes 
for underpainting work. 

Sanded Pastel Papers
The following are my recommendations for excellent quality sanded surfaces, 
along with some unique characteristics of each surface for you to consider. 
Ultimately, you’ll need to sample various kinds of surfaces for yourself, to find your 
own personal favorite that supports your style of work. 
 

1. UART Sanded Papers & Premium 
Mounted Boards

This is hands down my favorite sanded pastel paper, with a very consistent grit 
that comes in a variety of textures from rough to very fine. My favorites are the 
400 (medium) and 500 (slightly smoother) grit surfaces. UART comes in two 
colors, natural and dark. It accepts all kinds of solvent-based washes including 
water, alcohol, and mineral spirits. It is acid-free and ph neutral, and can be 
purchased in sheets, rolls, and frame-ready mounted boards.

UART Premium Sanded Papers Product Link
UART Premium Mounted Boards Product Link
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2. Sennelier LaCarte Pastel Card

I listed this second because of my long relationship with this wonderful, yet 
sensitive surface. LaCarte pastel card has a finely ground pH neutral vegetable 
fiber applied to a heavyweight archival stock that produces beautifully textured, 
painterly affects with excellent adhesion to the surface. The paper has a lovely, 
soft feeling to the touch, and comes in a variety of rich, attractive colors. There 
is a caveat though, the binder used to produce this surface will dissolve in water. 
Great care must be taken to keep it dry. No solvent-based washes allowed! 
LaCarte is strictly a dry application surface, but the gorgeous colors provided 
make for a stunning backdrop to your painting. I’ve created countless portraits 
and other paintings on this special surface, and still do. Product Link

3. PastelMat 

This French-made surface is truly unique with a smooth velvety feel, yet it has a 
miraculous ability to hold multiple layers of soft pastel. This acid-free premium 
card surface emphasizes bold mark-making, and really grabs the stroke without 
letting edges blend together. Solvent-based washes are welcome, including water, 
alcohol and mineral spirits. This wonderful paper comes in a variety of different 
colors. Product Link

4. Pastel Premier

This archival, 100% cotton, acid-free surface is excellent, following in the tradition 
of the beloved Kitty Wallis sanded paper that tragically vanished the market. Very 
durable and consistent, it accepts multiple layers of pastel. Premier can be used 
with a wide range of solvent-based media including water, mineral spirits, and 
alcohol. In my experience, though, heavy alcohol washes can dissolve the surface, 
so I recommend avoiding alcohol.  Offered in five unique colors in both extra fine 
and medium grits, this is a great paper for soft pastel. Product Link
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5. Art Spectrum Colourfix

Art Spectrum makes their sanded surface by applying pastel primer to acid-
free watercolor paper in an assortment of colors. This gritty surface handles any 
amount of reworking and solvent-based application. More recently, Art Spectrum 
released a much finer, less toothy surface called Colourfix Smooth. It handles less 
layering and blends easier. These papers come in a wide assortment of wonderful 
colors. 

Art Spectrum Original Colourfix Product Link
Art Spectrum Smooth Colourfix Product Link

6. Canson Mi-Teintes Touch

This sanded surface by Canson is acid-free and archival, made with a fine micro-
abrasive coating to create a consistently gritty tooth applied to a nice thick 
stock. If you love the traditional Mi-Teintes paper color line, you’ll be pleased to 
know that 14 of the most popular colors are available here. A good, solid coated 
surface for soft pastel that accepts all solvent-based washes including water, 
alcohol, and mineral spirits. Product Link

Mounted Boards: If you love applying generous underpainting washes 
without buckling the paper, then ensure that your surface 

is first mounted to board. Most pastel surfaces can be 
purchased pre-mounted for durability and ease of use. 

This makes framing a breeze as well!
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Pastel Primers
In addition to the sanded papers on the market, you can create your own sanded 
boards using a pastel primer from Golden or Art Spectrum. They each make an 
acrylic-based gesso with pumice added in for that much needed tooth. Apply with 
a brush or roller to your favorite boards and papers to create your own exciting 
textured surfaces! Finally, if you are the inventive type, you can add pumice 
directly to an acrylic gesso to create your own unique formula of pastel primer.

1. Golden Pastel Ground 

Made especially for pastel artists, this gray acrylic primer has a fine grit and can 
be brushed onto your surface for painterly strokes. Product Link

2. Golden Fine Pumice Gel

This version of Golden’s primer is smoother grit and more velvety. Less coarse 
than Golden Acrylic Ground for pastels. It creates a painterly stroke when 
brushed onto the surface of a board for textured effects. Product Link

3. Art Spectrum Colourfix Pastel Primer

This lightfast, non-toxic acrylic pastel primer has a fine tooth and comes in 19 
different colors. It can be applied to any non-oily surface with a brush or roller 
to allow application of pastel that creates interesting textured surfaces with a 
painterly look. Product Link

4. Pumice

Try making your own pastel primer by adding fine grade pumice to any gesso. 
Product Link
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Uncoated Papers for Studies 
When you want to create quick studies in just a couple layers of pastel that 
capture a light and sketchy appeal, then uncoated papers work well. This is a 
great option for portrait sketches, small color studies, as well as expreminting 
with ideas before moving to your finished work. Also an excellent option for tonal 
studies with pastel or conte pencils. 

1. Canson Mi Teintes Drawing Paper

This classic French paper is my favorite for pastel studies, as it comes in a variety 
of beautiful colors and subtle tones. There are two sides to this paper, smooth 
and textured. I favor the smoother side, as i find the textured side to be a bit 
overbearing. I love the grey tones, browns and earthy colors for portrait sketching. 
A few of my favorites are felt grey, dark grey and tobacco. Product Link

 2. Canson Ingres Drawing Papers

A bit lighter weight than the Mi-Teintes line, with a “laid” finish for pastel and 
charcoal work. These toned papers are also well-suited for sketching in pastel.  
Product Link
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For Thumbnail and 
Preliminary Sketching
I love the Strathmore 400 series toned sketch journals for all my sketching and 
preliminary work. They come in two lovely tones of cool gray and warm tan, 
and a perfect small format journal of 5.5 x 8.5”. These pads are ideal for on-site 
thumbnail sketching to work out your painting ideas. 

Strathmore 400 Series Toned Sketch Wirebound Journals 5.5”x8.5”
Cool Gray or Warm Tan- throughout the supply list as well. 

Are you wondering what Pastels to use? 
Check out my Video and FREE Pastel Supply List HERE.
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